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Therefore, we have j
a
j = R and assume that the poten-
tial of the O(N ) quintessence depends only on R. The










































)   V (R)(4)
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to t.

















where g is the determinant of the metric tensor g

,
G is the Newton's constant, R
s
is the Ricci scalar,and

M
is the non-relativistic matter density.Using the metric
tensor(1) and action (5), we can obtain the equation of
motion for '
1



















































































) = 0 (7)






























































































































































,    , 

N 2
are N   1 independent
constants determined by the initial condition of _'
i
,
i = 1; 2;    ; N 1. The Einstein equations and the radial

















































































)  V (R) (18)
are the energy density and pressure of the  eld respec-
tively , and H is Hubble parameter. The equation-of-
































For the O(N ) quintessence to accelerate the expansion

























comes form the "total angular mo-
tion". The most prominent feature of O(N ) quintessence
is that it will not reduce to a cosmological constant even
when the R is spatially uniform and time-independent.
The equation of state p = w (w xed) allows to solve
























to ensure the validity of Eq.(14) and












is another integration constant.
As some authors have shown in the context of the
Aeck-Dine baryogenesis [7, 8], the formation of Q balls
is very common for the scalar elds with O(N ) symme-
try. However, this is not favorable for O(N ) quintessence.
In the following, we will give a condition of instability ,
under which the the O(N ) quintessence model will lead
to the formation of Q balls .
We start by decomposing the scalar eld 
a
into ho-









(i = 1; 2;    ;N  1). The
equations of motion of the uctuations (for simplicity, we




























































































































We consider the "radial" uctuation for homogeneous
solution as follows:





(t; ~x) = '
1
(t) (24)
     
'
N 1
(t; ~x) = '
N 1
(t)


























It is worth noting that when we consider the uctua-
tions (in the O(2) case) as follows





























































From Eq.(27), we will obtain the same condition for the
instability band. If h is real and positive, this uctuation
grows exponentially , and goes nonlinear to form Q balls.




















From Eq.(20) and Eq.(25), it is easily obtained that the
instability band will not exist if the potentials of the











Eq.(29) is a critical condition for the potential of O(N )
quintessence, under which the formation of Q balls will
not occur and thus can be used to determine whether
the potential is "appropriate" for the O(N ) quintessence
model. It is not diÆcult to prove that the most widely
investigated potentials for quintessence (such as the in-









originally studied in Ref.[9] and later was investigated in






)   1] that has
been studied in Ref.[11] and the exponential potential






(1 + w)R) which was discussed in
Ref.[9] ) all satisfy the Eq.(29). In the following, we take









































1, when R ! 1, x ! 0. Since f(x) is a monotonous
increasing function of x, and f(0) = 0, then for all nite










satisfy the condition(29). Therefore,
O(N ) quintessence models with the above potentials are
stable against perturbations.
4Recently, some authors [11,12] claim that ordinary
quintessence could lead to cosmology with event horizon:
there exist regions of spacetime that remain inaccessible
to the geodesic observer at any late times. In the expand-
ing spacetime with the at Robertson-Walker metric(1),
this occurs whenever light rays emitted at time t
0
, only
travel a nite coordinate distance through the remain-







converges: events whose coordinates at time t
0
lie be-
yond 4 can then never communicate with the observer
at r = 0. However, in O(N ) quintessence model, the total
contribution form angular components can somewhat al-
leviate the horizon problem that plagues the conventional
quintessence. Especially, it is worth noting that recent
numerical investigations[12,13] have shown that by suit-
ably choosing the parameters of the potential, the event
horizon could be excluded even in the context of con-
ventional quintessence. Thus, in our O(N ) quintessence
model, the horizon problems are more likely to be ex-
cluded.
We also notice that the dynamics of a quintessence
model based on two interacting scalar elds have been
studied by some authors[14]. In the light of the O(N )
quintessence model, this work can be easily generalized
to the O(3)  O(2) case. On the other hand, we have
described a new class of boson stars called D-Stars(defect
stars)[15,16], which exist in the O(3)  O(2) interacting
scalar model. That is, after the monopoles were produced
during the phase transition in the early universe, the O(2)
quintessence might be absorbed into the monopoles to
form the D-stars which are also possible candidates for
dark matters. We left the detailed discussion in another
work in preparation.
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